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Charge and spin are two intrinsic degrees of
freedom of an electron. In a Mott insulator (MI),
they are separated in that the charge degree is
frozen due to strong Coulomb interaction U while
the spin degree can still fluctuate and is governed
by the energy scale of spin exchange J ≃ 4t2/U (t,
hopping integral). Usually, a magnetic field can
only manipulate the spin degree as the attainable
Zeeman energy Ez can only compete with J at
the scale of tens of milli-electron volts, while it
does not affect the charge degree with U being at
least two orders of magnitude larger [1–3]. There-
fore, the complete evolution of a Mott insulator
under magnetic field with both charge and spin
impacted has yet to be explored. With recent
progress in two-dimensional (2D) moiré systems,
Mott insulators have been realized with signifi-
cantly reduced U [4–9], providing an opportunity
to investigate this problem. Here, we map out the
full picture of Mottness under magnetic field by
transport measurements on twisted bilayer (TB)
WSe2 with twist angle θ ranging from 2.4◦ to 3.2◦.
We achieve the tuning of the charge dynamics of
the Mott insulator using magnetic fields and ob-
serve unexpected Mott insulator-metal-Mott in-
sulator (IMI) transitions. We theoretically es-
tablish that these IMI transitions are driven by
an exotic form of spectral weight transfer (SWT)
between the spin-split Hubbard bands due to car-
rier occupancy variations of different spins. We

further identify the reentrant insulating phase at
higher magnetic fields as a Mott-Zeeman insula-
tor (MZI) with its gap determined collectively by
U and Ez. Remarkably, with SWT, the observed
critical magnetic field for this reentrance is as low
as 5 T, which corresponds to a Zeeman energy ap-
proximately an order of magnitude smaller than
U . The unveiled IMI transitions experimentally
and theoretically evidence SWT as a crucial driv-
ing mechanism for the evolution of a Mott insu-
lator in response to control parameters, which of-
fers an unprecedented perspective into the nature
of Mott physics.

The spin degree of freedom usually leads to a two-
fold degeneracy of an electronic band, with each energy
level harboring spin up and spin down quantum states.
A magnetic field breaks this degeneracy, resulting in a
band splitting with EZ ∼ gµBB (g, g-factor; µB, Bohr
magneton; B, magnetic field). For a single-particle band,
there is only one characteristic energy scale given by the
bandwidth w, as the charge and spin degrees of freedom
are not separated. If EZ is greater than w, the system
would be fully spin polarized and turns into a band insu-
lator with a charge gap at half-filling. On the other hand,
for a correlated band in a Mott insulator, the charge and
spin degrees of freedom are associated with two separate
energy scales, U and J . In previous studies, magnetic
fields have been used to successfully manipulate the spin
structures [10–13], but with the charge degree left unaf-
fected due to a larger energy scale of U (∼ eV). In order
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FIG. 1. Tunable flat bands, correlated insulating states and vHS in TB-WSe2. a, Left: Schematic of a dual-gated
TB-WSe2 device. Right: Brillouin zones of the top (solid line) and bottom (dashed line) layers. The states near K and K′

are shown as blue and red, respectively. The resulting moiré Brillouin zone is shown as green. b, Schematics of the TB-WSe2
valence band structure under zero magnetic field (top) and finite (down) out-of-plane magnetic field. The red (blue) curve
represents the spin-up (down) band locked to K′ (K) valley. With magnetic field, the single-particle valence band splits into
two bands separated by Zeeman energy EZ , and the single vHS turns into an uppper-vHS (U-vHS) and lower-vHS (L-vHS).
c-d, Longitudinal resistance, Rxx, as a function of back-gate (Vbg) and top-gate (Vtg) voltages at 0 T and 2 T, respectively (T
= 1.5 K).

for EZ to match this charge gap scale, an infeasibly large
magnetic field in excess of 10,000 T would be required.

Physically, the Mott insulator differs from a band insu-
lator in that the states in the lower Hubbard band (LHB)
and upper Hubbard band (UHB) relies on carrier occu-
pancy [1, 2], while a single-particle band is trivially irrel-
evant to its occupancy. In this way, when the magnetic
field breaks the spin degeneracy, the occupancy of the
spin-split sub-LHBs and sub-UHBs are simultaneously
changed. Consequently, the reconstruction of Hubbard
bands will occur, and exotic correlated physics sparkled
by magnetic field may emerge.

Recently, two-dimensional (2D) moiré heterostructures
have emerged as potential candidates to investigate this
regime [14]. Mott insulators have been reported at half

filling of a moiré flat band in twisted transition metal
dichalcogenides (TMDs) [7–9, 15–17]. In particular, AA-
stacked TB-WSe2 devices between 4◦ and 5◦ twist have
been shown to have moderate correlation, with U and w
around 100 meV [7]. In principle, U and w in TB-WSe2
can be continuously varied and further reduced by push-
ing to smaller twist angles [7]. Here we present a series
of dual-gated TB-WSe2 devices (see Method for fabri-
cation details) around 3◦ twist angle (Fig.1a), where we
are able to further reduce the bandwidth w down to ∼30
meV (Fig.1b and Extended Data Fig.1), with a similar U
[7]. In combination with a large g-factor in WSe2 [18, 19],
for the first time we can successfully tune the charge dy-
namics in a Mott insulator with magnetic field. We find
that the Mott insulator transitions into a MZI with po-
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larized spins at a surprisingly low magnetic field, whose
EZ is only a fraction of U . Between the two insulators,
we find that the charge gap can be reduced to zero within
an extended range of displacement fields, resulting in an
unexpected intermediate metallic phase. Based on clus-
ter perturbation theory (CPT) [20–22] complemented by
the mean-field calculations of the moiré Hubbard model
[23–27], we find these exotic phenomena are attributed
to a novel type of SWT. Such spectral weight transfer
in a magnetic-field-induced phase transition is a generic
feature of the Mottness.
Tunable vHS from half filing to full filling

The resistance of a θ ∼ 3.2◦ sample measured at T
= 1.5 K is shown as a function of top (Vtg) and bot-
tom (Vbg) gate voltages in Fig. 1c. As compared to
larger values of θ examined in previous works [7], the full-

filling (n/ns = −2) band insulator and the half-filling
(n/ns = −1) Mott insulator shift to lower carrier den-
sities and can both be observed within the achievable
gate voltage ranges allowed by the hBN encapsulation.
We also observe a series of resistance peaks (marked by
the black dashed line), which are attributed to van Hove
singularities (vHSs) that move from half filling towards
full filling as the displacement field (D) increases [23].
These unique features enable investigations into how a
single-particle band and a correlated band behave under
a magnetic field at the same time.
Single particle band splitting

At B = 2 T, we find that the single vHS trace from
Fig. 1c splits into two, a lower and a upper vHS (Fig. 1d).
This splitting represents the Zeeman splitting of the
single-particle spin-degenerated moiré subband (Fig. 1b).
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Converting the splitting in carrier density to energy, we
can estimate a g-factor of ∼11 in the applied D range
(Extended Data Fig.2), which is similar to the previously
reported values for few-layer WSe2 [18, 19].

Fig. 2a-b show the fan-diagrams for the longitudinal
resistance Rxx (top panels) and Hall resistance Rxy (bot-
tom panels) of a 3.2◦ sample for fields between -14 T and
14 T, at two different Vtg values (−6.3 V and −8.3 V),
where the vHSs are all near the full filling. Owing to
the Zeeman effect, we observe a linear increase, with re-
spect to B, in the separation between L- and U-vHSs. At

B ∼ 0 T, Rxy exhibits a single sign change at the vHS,
consistent with the expected response for a single band
where the dispersion changes from hole-like to electron-
like as the band is filled (Fig. 2c bottom). For larger
B, as the vHS bifurcates Rxy shows either a sign change
or an abrupt change of magnitude across the L-vHS and
U-vHS traces (see similar data on other devices in Ex-
tended Data Fig.3). This behavior is due to a mixture
of electron-like (from the spin-up subband) and hole-like
(from the spin-down subband) carriers between the L-
vHS and U-vHS (Fig. 2c middle). In this region, whether
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the response in Rxy is overall electron-like or hole-like de-
pends on the details of how the two spin-polarized sub-
bands overlap. Fig. 2c (top) depicts the fully polarized
criteria for this single-particle band, which requires EZ

to be greater than w (30 meV), corresponding to B ∼ 50
T (using a g-factor of 11).
Observation of the Mott-Zeeman insulator

Next we move to the magnetic field response of the
correlated Mott-Hubbard band. Figures 3a-c show Rxx

(corresponding Rxy in Extended Data Fig.4) versus n/ns

and B at three different Vtg values (−3.3 V, −3.8 V, and
−4.3 V), where the vHSs are all around half filling. As B
increases from 0 T to a critical value (BcL), the resistance
of the Mott insulator decreases. Increasing B further, we
observe another critical field (BcH), beyond which a new

state emerges at half filling whose resistance abruptly in-
creases with B. To check the insulating nature of this
new state, we measure the temperature dependence of
Rxx and Rxy at 14 T (Fig. 3d). At low temperatures,
the Rxy changes sign four times: two times at half filling
and full filling, suggesting a reset of the carrier density
at the charge gaps; and the other two times at the L-vHS
and U-vHS points, owing to changes in the band curva-
ture across the singularity point. The Rxx at half filling
(marked by the black dot) shows a thermally activated
behavior (black dot in Fig. 3e), confirming the charge
gap. The L-vHS and U-vHS on the two sides of half
filling peak, despite having resistance peaks over 10 kΩ,
both exhibit metallic behavior with resistance increasing
as T increases (red and blue dots in Fig. 3e).
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To investigate the evolution of the Mott insulator, we
further extract the gap size as a function of magnetic
field (Fig. 3f) by measuring a series of Rxx versus T at
every 1 T (see Extended Data Fig.5 for fittings of the
activation curves). When Vtg equals to −4.3 V, the blue
squares show that the sample undergoes IMI phase tran-
sitions. When B approaches BcL from 0 T, the insulat-
ing gap gradually decreases to zero. When B > BcH, the
charge gap linearly increases with B (extracted g factor
∼ 15), indicating the spin polarized nature. Remarkably,
BcH is surprisingly small (∼ 7 T). Moreover, we find that
the higher-B insulator cannot be explained from a single-
particle band structure calculation alone (Extended Data
Fig.6), highlighting the relevance of correlations. To-
gether with further theoretical evidences to be presented
in the next section, we dub it a Mott-Zeeman insulator.

When Vtg equals to −3.3 V (black squares in Fig. 3f),
the bandwidth of the moiré flat band is narrower than
that in Vtg = −4.3 V as D decreases [7], resulting in a
larger U/t. In this case, though the insulating gap shows
a similar decreasing-increasing trend with B, the mini-
mum gap is finite while it is close to zero, exhibiting an
insulator-to-insulator (II) transition without an interme-
diate metallic phase.

The complete IMI/II transitions as a function of B and
D are summarized in Fig. 4a (corresponding Rxy in Ex-
tended Data Fig.7) and the detailed resistance line-cuts
are presented in Fig. 4b. The region of the Mott insula-
tor enclosed by BcL shrinks as both B and D increase.
In contrast, BcH increases with D, exhibiting an inter-
esting linear dependence. As a result, the metallic state
in the IMI transitions spans a wider range of B for larger
D fields. Noticeably, even for D & 0.2 V/nm, at which
point the Mott insulator transitions into a metallic state
without magnetic field, the MZI continues to exist.
Spectral weight transfer in spin-split Hubbard
bands

To further understand the mechanism of the observed
IMI/II transitions and the nature of the MZI, we employ
CPT (Extended Data Fig.8) and mean field (Extended
Data Fig.9) analyses to reveal the evolution of the spin-
resolved DOS for correlated electrons with magnetic field
in the Mott insulating phase. The results are summarized
by the cartoon shown in Fig. 4c and d, corresponding to
the moderate and large U/t cases, respectively. Both the
LHB and UHB split after B increases from zero. How-
ever, in stark contrast to the case of single-particle bands,
the “area” (i.e., the summed DOS) of every spin-split
Hubbard band changes at the same time as B increases.
Due to the sum rule that the total DOS of each spin from
both LHB and UHB is conserved, this process is in fact
a manifestation of the so-called “spectral weight trans-
fer”, i.e., the spectral weight of up spins transfers from
LHB to UHB as B grows. The response of down spins is
exactly the opposite.

Spectral weight transfer is a unique feature of Mott

insulators. Previously, such phenomenon has only been
unveiled in the field of doped Mott insulators, where the
spectral weights of both LHB and UHB transfer to the in-
gap states when doping away from half-filling [1, 2, 22, 28,
29]. Here, we reveal a new type of SWT realized in Mott
insulators under a magnetic field with the system fixed at
half-filling, where the total spectral weight of both spins
in each Hubbard band remains unchanged while the SWT
occurs between the spin-split sub-LHBs and sub-UHBs,
as shown in Fig. 4c and d.

SWT constitutes a fundamental difference between
single-particle bands and Hubbard bands. Single-particle
bands are the simple direct composition of single-particle
states, while Hubbard bands reflect the occupancies of
electrons at every lattice site due to the strong Coulomb
repulsion between electrons. Actually, LHB is composed
of singly-occupied states, while UHB is composed of
doubly-occupied states. LHB and UHB are separated
by the Hubbard interaction U . We notice that recent
studies on Mott insulators under magnetic field have not
made a difference between the Hubbard bands and single-
particle bands, specifically, the field response of Hub-
bard bands were treated in the same way as the Zeeman
splitting of single-particle bands [4]. In fact, Hubbard
bands undergo comprehensive reconstructions via SWT
in response to the magnetic field due to their intrinsic
occupancy-dependent property.

When B is zero, the ground state of the system can be
the 120

◦ Neel state or a quantum spin liquid [30–33]. It
contains equal probabilities of finding spin-up and spin-
down electrons in the system (Fig. 4c and d bottom pan-
els), resulting in a spin-degeneracy in LHB. Correspond-
ingly, to create a doubly-occupied site above this ground
state, equal probabilities of spin-up and spin-down elec-
trons can be added to the system (dashed arrows in the
bottom panels of Fig. 4c and d), leading to the spin-
degeneracy in UHB.

When B is introduced, the Zeeman effect splits the de-
generate spins in both LHB and UHB. Importantly, this
leads to spin flips in the ground state from up to down.
Such decrease in the spin-up electron number causes a
decrease of the probability of finding a singly-occupied
spin-up site in LHB (area shrinking). Due to the afore-
mentioned sum rule, there is a simultaneous increase of
the probability of adding a spin-up electron to create
a doubly-occupied site in UHB (area expanding). This
is right the SWT of spin-up bands from LHB to UHB
(Fig. 4c middle two panels, Fig. 4d central panel). A
similar analysis can be made for spin-down bands. This
is completely different from the case of single-particle
bands, where the spin-flip effect is only trivially man-
ifested by the redistribution of carriers from a spin-up
band to a spin-down band while the spectral weight of
each spin-split single-particle band remains unchanged
(Fig. 2c).

A natural consequence of the area expanding (shrink-
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ing) of the sub-Hubbard bands driven by SWT is that
their bandwidths become wider (narrower). Specifically,
the bandwidths of the spin-down subband in LHB and
the spin-up subband in UHB both increase, leading to a
decrease of the charge gap. For the moderate U/t case,
U is close to the bandwidth of the Hubbard bands at
B = 0 T, thus, the charge gap can dwindle down to zero
as a result of the bandwidth increase with B, leading to
an intermediate metallic phase (Fig. 4c second topmost
panel). On the other hand, for the large U/t case, U is
much larger than the bandwidth of the Hubbard bands
at all B-field values, the charge gap only decreases to
a finite value exempting from the intermediate metallic
state.

When B is sufficiently large (BcH), the spectral weight
is fully transferred (Fig. 4c and d top panels). Thus, the
spin-up (-down) band disappears in LHB (UHB), result-
ing in a fully-spin-polarized insulating state. This full
SWT condition is approximated by the mean-field the-
ory as BcH ≃ (w − U)/gµB for the moderate U/t case
and BcH ≃

3
4
J/gµB ≃

3t2

U
/gµB for the large U/t case

(see method). This explains why the charge gap can be
closed when Ez is only a fraction of U for the moderate
U/t case. Based on the experimental results shown in
Fig. 4a, we can conclude that our system is in the mod-
erate U/t regime when D & 0.15 V/nm (IMI case) and
in the crossover from moderate to large U/t regime when
D . 0.15 V/nm (II case). We argue that the observation
of the II transition is a direct evidence of this new type
of SWT because without SWT the spin-up sub-LHB and
spin-down sub-UHB have to overlap with the increase
of the magnetic field before the system gets fully polar-
ized, leading to transitions with unavoidable intermediate
metallic phase (see Extended Data Fig. 10). The II tran-
sition in the crossover regime is consistent with previous
studies where the magnetic field can only induce phase
transitions with different spin structures in the large U/t
regime without closing the charge gap [10–13]. In the
whole moderate to large U/t regime, the gap of the in-
sulator at B > BcH is cooperatively determined by U
and EZ, which scales as U + Ez − w. This proportional
relation is evidenced by our experimental observation as
shown in Fig. 3f. These results further highlight correla-
tion effects in such spin-polarized states, which we dub
the Mott-Zeeman insulator.
Displacement field and twist angle tuning

Based on the above physical picture, we further show
in Fig. 4d the global evolution of the gap versus Ez and
the layer potential difference ∆V (∝ D). Consistent with
experimental results, as ∆V increases, the BcH of the
IMI/II transitions increase monotonically, resulting from
the fact that w also has a linear dependence on ∆V (note
BcH ≃ (w − U)/gµB or BcH ≃

3t2

U
/gµB as discussed

above). The twist angle also affects w, which decreases
quadratically as θ decreases [7]. In Fig. 4e, we plot the

calculated BcH as a function of ∆V for different twist
angles. Clearly, BcH also decreases with decreasing θ.
Overlaying the experimental data (points in Fig. 4e) for
multiple devices with θ ranging from 2.4◦ to 3.2◦ (see
Extended Data Fig. 11 for fan diagrams), we see good
agreement between experiment and theory. This trend
suggests that for smaller twist angles the IMI/II transi-
tions can be realized at a magnetic field even lower than
5 T.
Conclusion

The transport data on TB-WSe2 and theoretical calcu-
lations presented here provide compelling evidence that
the spectral weight transfer is essential for understand-
ing the response of a Mott insulator to magnetic field.
As a result of SWT and the reduced U in moiré sys-
tems, for the first time we show that the charge degree of
freedom can be tuned via magnetic fields in a Mott insu-
lator and subsequently observe Mott insulator to metal
to Mott-Zeeman insulator transitions at a Zeeman en-
ergy much smaller than U . This unusual magnetic-field-
induced evolution is demonstrated to be tunable with
both the displacement field and twist angle. As SWT
has only been established in the process of doping a Mott
insulator before [1, 2, 22, 28, 29], the new type of SWT
occurring in the magnetic-field response of a Mott insu-
lator with the charge carrier density fixed at half filling
is remarkable. Thus, our findings reveal that the univer-
sal characteristics of Mottness are intimately connected
to the occupancy properties of Hubbard bands. As dop-
ing a Mott insulator can realize high-Tc superconductiv-
ity [1, 2], our work opens up the possibility to realize
exotic correlated superconductivity. In addition, as the
ground state of our system could be either ordered or
disordered quantum spin phases [30–33], the magnetic-
field-induced transitions could provide new avenues to
investigate quantum spin liquids.
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